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The problem is to determine the present statue of the teacher-
training curriculum for men in health and physical ed-ocation in Negro
institutions of hi^er learning.
Justification of the Problem
Ihxtil the turn of the decade, no aspect of Negro education was
more grossly neglected than that of the professional preparation of
teachers in health and physical education.^ Previous to 19^0, not more
than twelve institutions offered such training. At present, more than
fifty profess to train physical education teachers for the elementary and
secondary grades. Undoubtedly, there must be a great variance in the
ability of these institutions to carry on such training because of dif-
ferences relevant to facilities; state requirements or standards; those
educational philosophies held by staff members charged with curriculum
construction; the quality and training of staff members; and many other
factors that may or may not be characteristic of a particular institution.
It is logical to assume that the rapidity with which Negro insti-
tutions of higher learning have adopted under-graduate work in physical
i/ The term "physical education" will be used in this study rather than
the more inclusive term "health, physical education and recreation"
to designate all three fields in all general discussions not speci-
fically related to health education or recreation.
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education is sufficient reason for pausing to take stock and determining
the advisahillty of certain policies and planning more intelligently for
the future* Bovard in 1935 ^ expressed grave concern relevant to certain
teacher-training programs vdien he stated:
"A temporary and hastily thrown together program for
future needs is going surely to meet the sad fate
of our previous efforts. The problem demands a careful
scrutiny, we must take advice, and we must ask the
sociologist to devise special courses to supplement
otir efforts to contribute to this particular type of
training.”
During research pertinent to this study, many surveys and studies
of a similar nature were unearthed, but on no occasion was there any
reference to Negro education and institutions. From this non-treatment
or exclusion, it may be specifically stated that there is a need for such
a study and that it is a justifiable one*
A third justification evolves out of the attitude that many Negro
educators have towards different phases of education, Felton G* Clark ^
now President of Southern University, best describes this in his doctoral
dissertation when he saysl
"Many Negro educators do not depend upon valid sources for
needed Information. The case is usually complicated by an
inability or an unwillingness to acquire a knowledge of the
situation. Many problems which arise in connection with
Negro education are attacked not only by means of reasoning
by analogy, but sometimes on the basis of inaccurate data,”
1] Bovard, John F,, "Some Trends in Teacher-Training Curricula", Journal
of Health apd Phvgjcal Education . Vol, VI, No. 4, Page 4, April, 1935*
2j Clark, Felton G., "The Control of State Supported Teacher-Training
Progfams for Negroes", Contribution to Education. No. 605, pp. 3, 4,
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City, 1934,
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3Proceeding on the hypothesis that teacher-training programs are an out-
ward expression of educational philosophies held by faculty members* this
study is further justified because it will bring to light their philoso-
phies, not for one institution but for the majority of institutions %diich
are concemed with teacher-training in physical education.
It must be definitely concluded that there is ample justification
for such a study which has the following purposes:
1* To determine the present status of the teacher-training
curriculum for men in Negro institutions of hi^er learning.
2. To evaluate the findings and determine the advisability of
following certain policies or trends.
3* To maJce recommendations that may be of aid in planning more
intelligently for the future.
Related Research
No claim is advanced that this study is the first of its type; it
may be claimed, however, to be the first that embraces approximately
ninety percent of Negro four-year institutions of higher learning. Prom
1928 to 19^3* numerous studies of a similar type have been reported in
professional periodicals such as the "Journal of Health and Physical
Education," and "Bie Research Quarterly." All with the exception of one,
idalch pertained to programs for women, were concerned solely with teacher-
training programs in white institutions. Thou^ the findings of such
studies are not particularly relevant to Negro education, they did, however,
have particular value in the construction of the system of classification
of the course offerings of institutions Included in this study. Special
reference is made to some of them in Chapter II \diich is concerned with
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4the study procedure.
The only study that could be found that was relatively comparable
to this was one reported by Ellis ^ In both the"Research Quarterly" and
the "Journal of Hegro Education" In 1939. By use of the questionnaire
method he attempted to determine the status of health and physical edu-
cation for women in Negro colleges and universities. Out of the sixty-
seven questionnaires sent out, he received fifty^two back or a 775^ return.
Though his questionnaire was constructed to treat all xBases of physical
education his findings were meager and no conclusions were made. His
findings are as follows:
1. "Ten of the fifty-seven colleges give a major in physical
edxication.
2. "The status of health and physical education in Negro Colleges
and universities is, in general, comparatively low.
3* "Most institutions offer some tyi>e of recreation for women.
4. "Routine requirements of two years in physical education ac-
tivities in most colleges and universities."
A Master’s thesis by Forbes ^ and one by Kitchen 2/ deals with
aspects of the required programs of physical education for men in Negro
colleges. Little reference is made to teacher-training programs because
the emphasis, at the time when these studies were made (l935"194o), was
i/ Ellis, A. W., "The Status of Health and Physical Education for Women
in Negro Colleges and Universities", Journal of Negro Education .
Vol. VIII, No. 1, P. 67 , January, 1939.
2j Forbes, F. L., "An Evaluation of the Required Program of Hiysical Edu-
cation for Men in Accredited Negro Colleges, Unpublished Master's
Thesis, University of Michigan, June, 1935»
2j Kitchen, G. H., "The Status of Physical Education in the Colleges for
Negroes Sponsored by the American Missionary Association", Unpublished
Master's Thesis, University of Michigan, Aiagust, 1940.
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upon requiring college students to participate in programs of physical
education*
Many educational sTirveys of statewide scope hare constantly urged
the Negro College to redefine its ftmctions in terms of the needs of
Negroes. Many Negro administrators are realizing this need* and are
breaking away from the "traditional” liberal arts programs that have too
long been characteristic of Negro higher education.
In any period or era of change* the physical educator must realize
his responsibilities* It is a poor i^yslcal educator who does not see
the relationship of his field to the total welfare of the student.
Irwin —^ best summarizes this relationship vdien he states that:
"The teachers in physical education are concerned with the
intellectual welfao’e of the student in at least three wagrs.
First* sufficient knowledge of healthful living is important
to help the student toward the best possible adjustment inso>
far as health is concerned in adult life* Second* in order
to receive the utmost from physical activities, the students
are taught fundamental rules and strategies of sports* Third*
it is the duty of teachers to assist in providing a medium
for the most intellectual developnent of such boys and girls,
not only la the physical education program but also in the
academic field,"
With this impending trend toward redefinition of educational func-
tions, the Negro physical educator must evaluate his present program in
terms of the total educational process* Some physical educators may feel
that the above few paragraphs are not related to this specific study*
To stich, it may be stated that anything that affects the function of edu-
1/ Irvin, Leslie W*, "Some Projective Curriculum Planning", JournAl of
Health and Physical Education, Vol* X, No* 9» P. 510i Novermber, 1939
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6cation also effects physical education. They are not two separate entitiaf
and when they are treated as such, youth is not hein^ best served.
The survey findings of the Louisiana Educational Survey Commission ^
best typifies the type of educational program which meets the needs of
Southern Negro youth. Elements thought important are:
Health, diet, sanitation, control of contagious diseases
Essentials of safety
Character, thrift, honesty, courtesy
Handicrafts, singing, sports
Heading and writing good English
Practical arithmetic of everyday life
Understanding rudiments of geography, history, and science
Use of hands—practical mechanics, home and farm repairs, etc.
Vocational training
Brief inspection of these elements should reveal to the physical educator
his responsibilities in li^t of the whole educational progrsun. No
teacher-»training program is worthy unless it takes into consideration
all phases of education and the same holds true for studies of programs
iriilch atten5)t to divorce other aspects of education from it.
Definition of Terms Used in This Study
In any study, there will be terms which some readers are not
familiar with or else possess different concepts of the terms. As an aid
toward better understanding on the part of the reader, those terms which
ml^t prove bothersome have been defined,
Curricultun - A systematic group of courses or sequence of subjects re-
quired for graduation or certification in a major field of
study; for example social studies curricxilum, physical edur-
cation curriculum.
1/ Washburne, Carleton, "Louisiana Looks At Its Schools", Louisiana
Educational Survey Commission, Baton Rotige, 19^2,
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Profeeslonal Education - Strictly, a co'urse or sequence of courses In
technical education in a teacher-training institution which
emphasizes the study of history, philosophy, psychology,
content, methods, etc., of education as it relates to schools
General Academic Education - A broad type of education aimed at develop-
ing attitudes, abilities, and behaviors considered desirable
by society, but not necessarily preparing the learner for
specific types of vocational or avocational pursuits.
Foundation Science Foundation science courses are tau^t as tool
subjects and as essential elements of the subject matter
backgrounds for problems in exercise, corrective therapeu-
tics, and growth gmd developMnent of the child.
Health Education - The phase of education in vtoich factual, authentic
material pertaining to health and health practices and atti-
tudes is presented.
All definitions with the exception of the one pertaining to
"Foundation Science" were taken from the Dictionary of Education.-^
ly Bovard, John F., "Some Trends in Teacher Education", Journal of
Health and Hiysical Education . Vol. 71, Ho. 4, P. 3 , 1935*
2/ Good, Carter 7,, "Dictionary of Education", McGrav^Hill Book Comiiany,
New York, 1945.
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After final determination of the problem, the next step was that
of determining the best possible way of procuring data relevant to
.
• teacher-training programs in Negro Institutions of hi^er learning.
The method of procurement rested primarily between two methods; they were
(l) the questionnaire and (2) the procurement of college catalogs. The
use of both methods would have given the study a higher degree of
validity but the time element and the lack of finances forced the choice
to one—the procurement of college catalogs for the purpose of analyzing
the required teacher-training curriculum.
Recourse was made to Patterson* s American Educational Directory -i/
and 0ood*8 Guide to Colleges and Universities and Professional Schools
in the United States. ^ From these two volumes a list was con5)iled
that included all Negro four-year institutions of hi^er learning and the
names of the respective presidents. A letter was drafted to each of these
presidents requesting the latest bulletin of their respective institutions.
i/ Patterson, Homer L., ’’Patterson*s American Educational Directory",
Vol. XLIV, American Educational Company, Chicsigo, 19^7»
2j Good, Carter V., "A Guide to Colleges, Universities, and Rrofesslonal
Schools in the United States", American Council on Ed\ication,
Washington, D. C., 19^5»
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During the Interval that followed the mailing of the requests and
the receiving of the hulletins, a system of classifying the required
coiirses in the teacher-training curricul\im was checked upon* From a re-
port hy Neilson i/ relevant to the national study of professional education
in health and physical education, it was found that the American Associa-
tion of Health and Physical Education approved the following four area
classification of courses that go to make up the teacher>tralning programs:
I* General Professional Education
II* General Academic Education
III •Foundation Science
IV, Health and Physical Education
It was decided that this system would he followed for this study hut that
there was need for further classification of the health smd physical
education area* By modifying and using a system of course classification
that had heen devised hy Hetherington ^ in 193^ the problem of further
classification was solved* The final classification of the health and
physical education area is as follows:
IV. - Health. Physical Education and Recreation
A, Health Education
All courses such as hygiene; principles of health
education, etc* are to he classified into this suh-area.
Recreation
All theory courses such as recreational leadership, com-
munity recreation etc. are classified under this suh-area.
i/ Nell son, N. P., "A Report on the National Study of Professional Edu-
cation in Health and Physical Education”, Journal of Health and
Physical Education. Vol. V, No. ?> P* * 1933*
2j Hetherington, Clark V., ”The Training Required for Teachers of
Physical Education", Journal of Health and Physical Education . Vol*
, 1
-
-V* Nol* 7* P. 3, Hqyemher, 1934*
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Courses of an interpretive nature such as principles
and philosophy of physical education, introduction
to physical education, etc. are classified under this
sub-area.
D. Organization and Administration
The heading is self-explanatory as to the type of
cotirses classified under this sub-area.
E. Educability
Examples of courses falling in this area are those
concerned with classification, and tests and measure-
ments,
r. j^ggram
Examples of courses classified under this heading
aXB kinesiology, physiology, of exercise, etc,
G. Leadershit)
Examples of courses classified as **Leadership" are
those concerned with physical activities and methods
and materials in health and physical education.
H. General and Individual
Courses concerned with research and problems in health
and physical education are classified under this sub-
sjrea.
With the system of classification decided upon the next step in the
study was to v;ait for the bulletins to arrive. Within one month of the
sending of eighty-four requests to Negro Institutions of hl^er learning,
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a fifty percent return had "been realized. A post card was then sent to
institutions that had not responded and this second request hrou^t a
reply of thirty-three additioxial hulletins, thus making a final return
of seventy-five out of the ei^ty-four requests for catalogs or hulletins.
An ei^ty nine i)ercent return had been realized.
The bulletins and catalogs were then studied to determine those
schools which offered professional training in physical education.
Chapter III deals specifically with those schools offering such training.
The next step in the procedure was to determine what schools would
be -used for study relevant to the various courses which made up their
teacher-training programs. Of the thirty-four institutions which offered
a major in physical education, only twenty-three outlined their teacher-
training programs. It was then decided that these twenty-three would pro-
vide an ample sample for further study. Oie specific courses that went
to make up the teacher-training curriculum in these twenty-three Insti-
tutions were then classified by the aforementioned system on a large
"master*' classification chart. Findings as the result of this classifica-
tion are further treated in Chapter 17, V, VI and VII, Reference is also
made to the procedure of classification in each of these chapters. It
must be kept in mind by the reader that too rigid interpretations cannot
be made because this data procured from the various college catalogs
is susceptible to change. This is one of the severe limitations of a
study such as this.
Organization of the Study
Chapter I Introduces the problem and the necessity of the study,
previous studies and definition of terms used. Chapter II is primarily
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concerned vlth the procedure for procuring data and its classification.
Chapter III treats "briefly those institutions offering professional
training in health and physical education. Chapter IV is concerned with '
the findings in the area of general professional education. Chapter V,
General Academic Education. Chapter VI, Foundation Science. Chapter VII
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, Chapter VIII deals primarily
with study findings, conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTEH III
INSTITUTIONS OPEEfilNG PBOFSSSIONAL TRAINING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The major problem facing any researcher in the field of Negro
education is the lack of valid source material. Clark states that
’’One working in Negro education soon finds that
he must use a wide variety of sources of data.
Often material on Negro education is not contained
In general categories where it should be logically
found."
In the field of health and physical education, the situation relevant
to source ma.terial is worse than deplorable. This study would have been
greatly facilitated had valid information relevant to those institutions
that offer teacher-training in health and physical education been avail-
able to this writer. The study procedure would have been greatly sim-
plified and all emjhasis could have been directed specifically to the
study of the various teacher-training programs. Since a canvass of all
institutions was necessary to determine which institutions offer such
training, it is the opinion of this writer even thou^ this st-udy is
primexily designed to analyze the required courses in the teacher-train-
ing cTirriculum, that the findings of this canvass should be Included
if for no more than their source value.
2,/ Clark, Felton G., "The Control of State-Supported Teacher-Training
Programs for Negroes", Contribution to Education . No. 605, P. 7»
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City, 193^.
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NAMES AND GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OE NEGRO INSTITUTIONS
OFFERING MAJORS AND MINORS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
States and Institutions
Alabama!
















Florida A & M College
Georgia:
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names and gboghaphical location ot negbo institutions
OITERING MAJORS AND MINORS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
States and Institutions Ma.ior Minor
Missouri
:
Lincoln University X X
North Carolina:
Barher-Scotia College X X
Bennett College X X
Fayetteville State Teachers College X
Johnson C. Smith University X X
Livingston College X
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College X X
North Carolina State College X X
Shaw University X X
St. Augustine College X
Ohio:
Wilherforce University X X
Pennsylvamia*
Lincoln University X X
South Carolina:
Allen University X
Claflin College X X
South Carolina A & M College X X
Tennessee:
Fisk University X X
Knoxville College X
Tennessee A & I College X X
Texas:
Bishop College X X
Houston College X X
Prairie View N & I College X X
Texas College X X
Tlllotson College X X
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Table I (Continued)
names and geoghaphical location of negbo institutions
OFFERING MAJORS AND MINORS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
States and Institutions Ma.1or Minor
Virginia:
Hampton Institute x x
Virginia State College x x
Virginia Union University x
Vest Virginia:
Bluefield State College x x
Storer College x
West Virginia State College x x
Totals 34 49
” oaeaa %o kohaooj itoifflaMOBB m. asDuae^i*


























































Of the seventy-five Institutions participating in this study,
forty-nine offer courses leading to a minor* IMrty-four offer four-year
teacher-training programs leading either to the A. B. or B. S. degree.
Two of these thirty-four institutions are for women, so it may be
specifically stated that there are thirty-two Negro institutions offering
four-year teacher-training programs in physical education for men. Many
of these institutions also offer such programs for women. From Table I
it may be seen that no institutions in Mississippi and Oklahoma offer
such training. North Carolina leads all other states in the number of
institutions offering such training—five. Texas was second with fo\ir.
Almost all of the public controlled institutions offer four-year
programs. Other than a few teachers colleges, Delaware State College
was the only public controlled institution that did not offer the four-
year program. It did, however, offer courses leading to a minor in the
field. By way of summation, it may be stated that approximately seventy-
five percent of all Negro institutions of higher learning offer some type
of professional training in health and physical education
Institutions Selected for Further Study
Out of the thirty-two institutions offering four-year training
programs, only those which concluded complete outlines of the profession-
al teacher-training programs in their respective catalogs were selected
for further study. It was found that twenty-three met this requirement;
they are:
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6. Port Valley
7* Hampton Institute
8. Houston College (now Texas University)
9* Johnson C. Smith
10* Kentucky State
11. Lincoln University (Missoxu*i)
12. Miles
13 . North Carolina A & T
14. Prairie View
15 . Shaw University
16 . Southern University
17 . South Carolina A & M
18. Tennessee A & I
19* Tuskegee Institute
20. Virginia State
21. West Virginia State
22. Wilherforce University
23 * Xavier University
All states are represented with the exception of Mississippi and
Oklahoma. These two did not have any institutions offering fouivyear
teacher training programs. The sample is large enou^ to generalize
that findings relevsmt to these twenty-three will also he characteristic
of the nine institutions not included for further study.
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The procedure to be followed in this chapter will be that of briefly
analyzing specific courses that are reqtiired in this area by those in-
stitutions under study. Concern will be primarily relegated to such
aspects as frequency of occurrence, average number of semester hours
required in the area, and in specific courses, year placement, and other
findings of a general nature that best describe the general status of
course offerings which fall under the classification of general profes-
sional education.
Twenty-three institutions required varied degrees of semester hour
credit in this area. The maximum number of hours required by any one
institut^ion is 3I.8 and the minimum 12 . The mean and median ntunber of
hours for all the institutions are 20.6 and 20 respectively.
The remaining portion of the chapter deals with the required courses
which the various institutions require in the professional studies.
Table II has been prepared to facilitate reporting, and to present to
the reader a large body of factual material, without the loss of insti-
tutional identity, relevant to semester hour distribution, and the types
of courses found in this area.
PsycholofiTV
Twenty institutions require a median of three semester hours in
educational psychology, thirteen require a similar number in general
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psychology, and nine a median of three hours in adolescent psychology.
The modal year-placements for these coxirses are two, two and three
respectively.
Three institutions require a median of three semester hours in child
psychology and three a similar number in mental hygiene. Two require the
same number of hours in courses which combine both child and adolescent
psychology. The most common year-placement for these courses was the
sophomore and junior years. One institution required a two semester hour
course in social psychology*
By Way of s’ummary, it was found that twenty-one institutions re-
quired one or more courses in psychology. The two institutions which
did not require any of the preceding courses did, however, require six
semester hours of credit to be carried in courses relevant to child
growth and development. The average number of hours required by the in-
stitutions in psychology is 6.6. The maximum number req\iired by any one
institution is twelve and the minimum two. For the institutions studied
it was found that the average one devoted 41 percent of its total
curriculum in this area to courses in psychology*
Princlules of Secondary Education
Althou^ the Institutions studied are primarily Interested in
training physical educators for the secondary school level, only eleven
require courses concerned with the principles of secondary education.
The median number of hours required is three and the mode relevant to
co\irse year-placement is the third.
Or.ientatiQn. aiKL Inlroduction to Education
Eleven institutions require courses which may be categorized under
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the heading "Orientation.” The median munher of required hours is two
and the maximum number of required hours by any institution is 3.3 and
the minimum 0. Courses of this type were offered in the student*s first
year. The content of such courses varied widely and hardly two insti-
tutions emphasized the same things. Some were concerned with orientating
the student to institutional life, others to the problems of personal
adjustment, and some only to a sTirvey of public education. In view of
the differences relative to content, it seems plausible to recommend that
those concerned with the formulation of such courses investigate the
possibility of combining the orientation course with that of introduc-
tion to edtication. Content for such a course would revolve around
problems of personal and institutional adjustment and an introduction
to public education.
Ei^t institutions require a median of three semester hours in
courses designed to introduce the student to the study of education.
Five such courses are offered in the sophomore year and three in the
freshman year. Course content is designed to acquaint the student with
the purpose, scope, and organization of public education. Whereas much
of the content is the same as that fo\ind in orientation courses, it
might be well to summarize by stating that nine institutions did not re-
quire any hourly credit in such courses.
Foundations of Education
Two institutions require 2.5 semester hours to be carried by the
student in courses given to the foundations of education. One such
course is of an introductory nature and is offered in the freshman year.
The other, designed for the more mattire student, is offered in the senior
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year*
FhllosQTjhy and History of Jdacatlon
Specific courses in the philosophy of education are required by
four institutions. The approximate median number of required hours is
three and likewise for the modal year-placement.
Courses where the concern is with the history of education are re-
quired by two schools. Each requires approximately three semester hours
in such courses, and they are offered in the junior and senior years.
Surye2.Qflarg^
Two institutions require that the student carry six semester hours
of work in this type of course. These courses are designed to provide
the student with the foundations, history, philosophy and principles
of education.
Educational Administration
Courses pertaining to various aspects of educational administration
are required by three institutions. The median number of required hotirs
is two and such courses are offered in the student’s fourth year.
Problems in Education
Three institutions require courses concerned v/lth a variety of
problems pertinent to education. Titles of specific courses required
are as follows: "Problems in Hegro Education", "School and Community
Relationships", and "Problems in Education." One institution required
eight semester hours of work in such courses and the other two approxi-
mately 2.5»
Educational Sociology
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hours and it was offered in the student's junior year. This course
co\ild have well been classified iinder "Prohlems”, because much of the
descriptive content of this course is similar to content listed under
the general heading "Problems in Education."
Curriculum
Three institutions require a median of three semester hours in
courses which are concerned with the scope, organization, and construe-
tion of the secondary school curriculum. One required six semester
hours in such courses and the remaining two, three and two hours.
Teehnloues of Teaching and Methods and Materials
Eight institutions require a median of three semester hours in
courses concerned with the principles and techniques of teaching in the
secondary grades. The usual year-placement for s\ich courses is the
third.
Specific courses titled "Methods and Materials" were required by
two institutions. By way of summary, it is evident that ten institutions
reqTolre courses relevant to techniques, methods and materials of in-
struction applicable to the secondary grades.
Pour institutions require a median of three semester hours of
credit in educational electives. In some Instances the institution
noted in its bulletin that these elective hours are restricted to a
methods course in the student's second teaching field.
Testa and Measurements
Six institutions require a median of two semester hours of credit
in educational measurements. Pour institutions offered this course in
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the fourth year, one In the third, and one in the fourth. Offering
this type of course in the student's second or third year is hi^ly
questionable. Tests and measurements presuppose a relatively high
degree of educational mattarity and this writer questions whether the
average student has reached this point below the senior year, if then.
Extra-Curr icular. Ac tIvi t ies
One Institution requires approximately three semester hours in a
course concerned with the planning and conducting of after-school acti-
vities such as camera clubs, music, art, band, etc. In view of the
fact that most physical educators are charged with the responsibility
of coaching, it becomes apparent that he will have little time for the
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Twenty-three institutions required a median of fifty-two semester
hours in courses that have been classified under general academic edu-
cation. The ma^cimum ntunber of hours required by any one institution is
seventy-two and the minimum thirty. !Qiere was little agreement as to
what specific coiirses should be Included. Because of the tremendous
number and variety of courses offered by institutions in this area, it
became necessary to use broad and general subject matter headings in
many instances. Examples of such are mathematics, history, political
science, social science, religion, and philosophy, Pailllng \mder these
general headings are a great mass and "hodge-podge" of specific courses.
There is a great need for all concerned with curriculum construction
to "wade" through this "hodge-podge" and specifically determine what
courses are essential and also allow the student an ample number of
elective hours which may be used toward hie second-tcaching field,
SagliBh
Of the four functions, reading, writing, speaking, and listening,
which form the core for English teaching, it was found that all the in-
stitutions required courses in the first three, but none in the fourth-
listening. The approximate mean number of hours required in English
courses by the twenty-three institutions is thirteen. The maximum number
|
I
of hours required by any institution is twenty and the minimum is nine.
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Ninety percent of all English courses are offered during the freshman
and sophomore years*
Nineteen Institutions reqixire a median of six semester hours in
English composition. Eighteen require an approximate median of three
semester hours in English literature. Fourteen require a median of three
hours credit in courses relevant to the principles of speaking, and nine
a median of six hours in courses that combine literature and composition.
,s.9Plai..sp^.£ac&
Twenty institutions reqtiire a median of six hours in some aspect
of the social sciences. Althou^ there is fair agreement as to the in-
clusion of social science in the curriculum, there is little agreement
as to what specific courses are the most essential. There is a definite
need for sociologists in the Negro college to isolate those elements
in his field that should be included in the teacher-training program.
All teaching is done in a "social medium" and it may be ascertained
that the teacher with limited foundations in this "medium" will never
reach his full potentiality as an educator,
Mathamatirifl
Fifteen institutions require a median of six semester hours in
such courses as algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and general mathematics.
Although the majority of institutions require courses in this field,
there is, however, little agreement as to which ones are most essential.
In the best interest of individual student growth, no institution shotald
offer "blanket" courses in mathematics. The specific courses ^ich
students are required to take should be determined by diagnostic tests.
The modal year-placement of such courses is the first.
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Fourteen institutions require a median of six hours in some phase
of history. Courses most commonly required were ancient, modern,
American and history of the United States. The majority of history
courses were req.uired in the first and second years.
Modern Language
Eight institutions reouire a median of twelve semester hours in
some type of foreign language. Undoubtedly this emj^asis is a carry
over from the "Literal Art Era." It is extremely difficult to see the
value of foreign languages especially when so many Negro youths have
not mastered the "tool" subjects of their own nation* This writer can
see justification for Xavier and Southern University to require s"uch
courses because of the number of French speaking peoples in the Delta
area, but for the others none can be found.
,S(?j..gRC£
El^t institutions require a median of three semester hours in
courses concerned with local, state and federal government. The majority
of such courses are offered in the second year.
tojSLPPi.gja
Ei^t institutions require a median of three semester hours in some
phase of economics. The most popular course offered or required was the
"Principles of Economics."
Music and Art Annreciation
Seven Institutions require a median of three semester hoTirs in
art appreciation and four a median of two hours in courses concerned
with the appreciation of music. The majority of such cotirses are offered
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Data relevant to other courses required in this area, the ntimber of
hours required, and the number of schools reo;uiring them are as follows:
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The area of foundation science is composed of such courses as ana-
tomy, physiology, biology, general chemistry, physical science, bacterio-
logy* zoology, and genetics. Bovard aptly describes the purpose of such
courses when he states: "Foundation science courses are taught as tool
subjects and as essential elements of the subject matter backgrounds for
problems in exercise, correctives, therapeutics and growth and development
of the child.!/"
All twenty-three institutions require varied degrees of semester
hour credit in the foundation sciences. There is also a great variance
among the institutions relative to the specific courses required. The
maximum number of hours required by any one institution is twenty-six
and the minimum ten. The approximate median number of hours for all is
twenty.
Anatomy and Hivsiology
Sixteen institutions require a median of three semester hours in
elementary human physiology. The maximam number of hours required by any
one institution is 5*^ the minimum two. Throu^ the median of this
course and physiology combined with anatomy, it may be stated that all in-
stitutions required varied degrees of credit in human physiology.
Nine institutions require a median of three semester hours in
X.f Bovard, John F., "Some Trends in Teacher-Training Curricula", Jonma.1
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elementary anatomy. The maximum number required by any school is four
and the minimum is two. Five institutions did not require any courses
in anatomy vdiatsoever.
Eight institutions require a median of four semester hours in
courses which combine smatomy with physiology. Two institutions require
approximately five hoiirs each in comparative anatomy of vertebrates. Diis
last course is more appropriate for the training of biology majors rather
than physical edTicators.
afld Zpaipsy
Twelve institutions require a median of six semester hours in
general biology and a like number a median of four hours in general
zoology. By reference to Table III it is seen that twenty-three Instl-
tutions require either general biology or zoology, and one requires both.
These courses are primarily offered in the student's first ajad second
year.
General Chemistry and Physical Science
Thirteen institutions require a median of ei^t semester hours in
general chemistry. The average year-placement varies between the first
and second year.
Five institutions require a median of six hours in survey courses
of physical science. YeaJ>*placement was about evenly distributed between
the freshman and sophomore years. Only one institution required both I
of the courses under discussion; however, six institutions gave the
student the choice of one or the other.
Data relevant to other specific courses required, median number
of hours, and the number of schools requiring them are as follows:
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Vertebrate Biology 1 3.
Vertebrate Embryology 1 3.
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HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
The twenty-three institutions require an approximate mean of 46.2
semester hours of course work be carried in this area. The maximum
number of hours required by any institution is sixty-six and the minimum
twenty-five.
The specific courses required varied tremendously, and the titles
of many were not good indicators of course content. Arranging the titles
into alphabetical order it was found that the twenty-three institutions
yielded a total of two hundred and thirty-four differently named courses,
\diich are listed as follows:
1. Activities technics 14, Applied Anatomy and Kinesi-
2. Adaptation of Physical Edu- ology
cation Activities for the 15. Applied Anatomy and Physiology
Typical Individual 16. Applied Kinesiology
3. Administration of Athletics 17 . Applied Physiology
in High School 18. Aquatics and Related Activities
4. Administration of Health and 19. Archery
Physical Education 20. Athletic Coaching
5. Administration of Physical 21. Athletic Coaching and Offi-
Education ciating
6. Administration and Super- 22. Athletic Training
vision of Health and Physical 23 « Basketball
Education 24. Basketball and Track
7. Adult sports
’
25 • Body Mechamics
8. Advanced Gymnastics 26 . Boxing
9. Advanced Personal Health 27* Boxing and Wrestling
10 . Advanced Physical Education 28. Brief History of Physical
11
. Advanced Practice Educat ion
12 . Advanced Swimming 29 . CaJi5)ing
13. Advanced Techniques in Bad- 30. Coaching Basketball
minton and Tennis 31 . Coaching Football
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32# Coaching Methods
33* Coaching Seasonal Activities
34. Coashing of Sports
35. Coaching of Team Sports for Men
36. Coaching Track










45. Correctives and First Aid
46. Correctives and Remedial
Physical Education
47. Corrective Physical Edur-
cation
48. Dance Composition
49. Elected Physical Education
for Boys
50. Elementary Personal B^giene
51. Evaluation Procedures in
Physical Education
52. First Aid
53. First Aid and Accident pre-
vention
54. First Aid and Injuries
55* First Aid and Massage
56. First Aid and Safety
57* First Aid and Safety Edu-
cation
58. Folk and National Dances
59* Folk and National Dancing
60. Folk and Tap Dancing
61 • Polk Dancing
62. Polk Festivals
63. Folk Rhythms
64. Freshman Physical Education
65. Freshman Physical Education
Practice
66. Fundamental Motor Skills and
Graded Games
67. Games and Sports
68. General Physical Education
Activity
69 . Group Games
70. Gymnastics
71. Gymnastic Practice
72. Gymnastics and Stunts
73. Health and Physical Education
74. Health and Ihysical Education
Conference
75. Health and Safety
76. Health Diagnosis
77. Health Diagnosis and Indivi-
dual Ihysical Education
78. Health Education
79. Health Education in the
Elementary School




83. Health Progrsims in School
84. Heavy Apparatus Activities
85. History and Principles of
Hiysical Education
86. History and Principles of
Health and Ihysical Educa-
tion
87. History of physical Education
88. Hockey and Soccer
89. Hygiene
90. Individual Corrective Physi-
cal Education






97 • Intramurals and Interscholas-
tic Sports and Athletics
98. Introduction to Health Edu-
cation
99. Introduction to Physical
Education
100. Introduction to Mental Hygiene
101. Kinesiology
102. Leadership in Community
Recreation
103. Major and Minor Sports
104. Major Sports
105. Major Physical Practice
106. Mass Athletics
107. Materials and Methods
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109» Materials and Methods in
Physical Edtjcation
110* Materials and Methods in
Physical Education for
Elementary Schools
111, Materials and Methods in
Physical Education in
Elementary Schools
112, Materials and Methods in
Physical Education in Junior
and Senior Hi^ Schools
113, Materials and Methods in
Junior and Senior Hl^ Schools
114, Materials and Methods in the
Teaching of Health Education
115 • Materials and Methods in the
Teaching of Physical Education
116. Materials and Methods of the
Dance
117. Methods
118. Methods and Materials for




121. Methods in Health Education
122. Methods in Health Education
Teaching
123. Methods in Health and
Physical Education
124. Methods and Materials in
Physical Education
125* Methods in Physical Education
126, Methods of Teaching Health
Education in Elementary and
Secondary Schools




130. Modern and Sopial Dancing
131. Modern Dancing
132. Modern Dance Technique
133. Normal and Elementary Diagnosis
134. Normal Dia^osis
135. ISutrition
136. Organization and Administration
137. Organization and Administration
of Intramural Athletics
138. Organization and Administration
of Health and Physical Education
139. Organization and Administra-
tion of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation
140. Organization and Administra-
tion of Physical and Health
141. Organization and Administra-
tion of Physical Education
142. Organization and Administra-
tion of Physical Education
and Health
143. Organization and Administra-
tion of Recreation
144. Organization, Administration
and Supervision of Physical
and Health Education
145. Organization and Supervision
of an Intramural Program
146. Orientation in Physical
Education




150, Hays ical Diagnosis
151* Physical Education
152, Physical Education Activity
153* Physical Education Activi-
ties
154, Physical Education for
Freshmen
155* Physical Education for
Freshmen Majors
156, Physical EdTication for
Sophomores
157* Physical Education for
Sophomore Majors
158. Physical Education for the
A-typical Student
159. Physical Education for the
Classroom Teacher
160. Physical Education Practice
161. Physical Inspection
162. Physiological Teste and
Measurements
163. Physiology of ETercise
164. Play and Community Recrea-
tion
165. Play and Games for Elemen-
tary Schools
166. Play and Recreation in
Education
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167, Playground and Community
Recreation
168« Playground Recreation
169« Practices and Procedtares
in Health for Elementary
Schools
170. Practices and Procedures
in Hiysical Education for
Elementary Schools
171. Principles and Methods of
Observation
172. Principles and Philosophy of
Health and Physical Education
173. Principles and Practices in
First Aid
174. Principles and Practices of
Scouting
175 • Principles of Health Education
176. Principles of Physical Educa-
tion
177* Principles of Teaching in
Health Ed\ication
178. Problems in Health and Physical
Education
179. Program Planning in Health and
Physical Education
180. Public and School Hygiene
181. Recent Trends in Hiysical Edu-
cation in the Elementary
Schools
182. Recreational Games and Sports
183. Recreational Leadership
184. Recreation Problems
185. Required Physical Activity
186. Required Physical Practice
187. Rhythmics
188. Rural Recreation
189. Safety and First Aid
190. Safety Procedures and First Aid
191. Safety Procedxires in Physical
Education, Recreation and
Athletics
192. School and Community Hygiene
193. School Health Education
194. School Health Programs
195« School Hygiene
196. School Programs in Physical
Education
197* Scouting and Group Leadership
198. Seasonal Activities
199* Seminar
200. Seminar in Health and Physi-
cal Education
201. Skill Techniques of Indlvl-
dxiaJi Team Sports
202. Softball and Hockey
203. Sophomore Physical Practice
204. Sophomore Practice
205. Special Methods
206. Supervision and Administra-
tion of Physical Education
207. Swimming
208. Swimming and Life Saving
209. Tap and Clog Dancing
210. Tap and Folk Dancing
211. Tap Dancing
212. Tap Rhythms
213. Techniques of the Modem
Dance
214. Team Games and Mass Ath-
letics
215. Tennis
216. Tests and Measurements
217. Tests and Measurements in
Hiysical Education
218. The Modern Dance
219. The Organization and Admini-
stration of Physical
Education
220. The Teaching of Physical
Edtication
221. Theory and Practice in
Physical Education Acti-
vities
222. Theory and Practice in
Physical Education for Men
223. Theory and Practice of
Individual Body Mechanics
224. Theory and Practice of
Individual Sxxjrte
225. Theory and Practice of Minor
Sports
226. Theory and Practice of
Organized Play
227. Theory and Practice of Team
Sports
228. Theory and Practice of the
Dance
229. Theory of Coaching
230. Theory of Play and Recrea-
tion
231. Track and Field
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232. Tumbling and Stunts 234. Volleyball and Basketball
233* Tumbling, Stunts and Self-
Testing Activities
Before classification of these courses could be made into the various
areas it became necessary to reduce this maze of courses under more
common headings.
After studying the descriptive course content listed under the
title in the various bulletins, twenty one self-explanatory headings
were decided upon with the possible exception of the first they are:
1. Physical Education Fundamentals
This heading includes courses designed to acquaint the
student with the wide range of physical activities and
fundamentals.
2. Individual Sports
3 . Methods in Minor Sports
4. Methods in Major Sports
5 . Combative Activities
6. Aquatics
7 . Ehythm (Theory and Practice)
8 . Gymnastics and Calisthenics
9« Athletic Coaching
10. Methods in Physical Education
11. Materials and Methods in Health and Physical Education
12. Materials and Methods in Health and ihyslcal Education
for Elementary Schools
13 . Physical Education Electives
14. First Aid, Training and Safety








There may be opinions that the number of headings mi^t be further
delimited but if this had been done it would have prohibited the showing
of relationships that are reported further along in this chapter.
Althou^ recommendations have been consolidated into one chapter.
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It can "be definitely ascertained that there is a tremendous need for
institutions to use course titles that more or less give the reader an
idea of the actual content of the course.
The practice of niunhering activity cotirses by the numbers P E-1-2
ajad 3 should be discontinued. Titles such as this tell school administra-
tors nothing and they are a hindrance when a student transfers from one
institution to another or applies for gradmte school. Course titles
must be formulated which give the individual who is totally strange to
the institution a relevant indication as to the content the course
covers.
Hhe remaining portion of the chapter is devoted to hours and










8 . Creneral and Individual
Health Education
All of the twenty-three institutions required varying degrees of
hourly credit in courses that may be classified under the heading of
"Health Education." In general, the number of hours and specific
courses required vary greatly in different institutions. Prom Table IV
it may be seen that the largest number of hours required by any one
institution is 17 »3 smallest is 2. The median number of hotirs
required by the twenty-three institutions is 6 .
Data relevant to the specific courses, median number of hours and
.V
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Course Schools of Hours
Personal and Community Hygiene
Materials and Methods in Health
21 3.0
Education 9 2.5
Principles of Health Education 8 2.5
Health Programs in Schools 6 2.5
Health Education 5 2.0
School and Community Health Problems 3 2.0
Elements of Nutrition 2 2.6
rrom the preceding data, it becomes readily apparent that only a
few teacher-training institutions are equipping the physical educator
with the necessary foundations for health instruction. It is a kaiown
fact that most secondary schools do not have the necessary funds to em-
ploy "health specialists" for the purpose of health instruction. In
the ma.jority of cases, the school administrator or principal e3q>ects
the physical educator to be trained to perform these duties.
Recreation
Five of the twenty-three institutions required no cotirses whatso-
ever in the field of recreation. Nineteen required an approximate median
number of 2.5 semester hours. Relative to the specific courses required
by the various institutions it was found that five required courses in
recreational leadership, and a like number in the theory and function
of play, four in community recreation, three in camping and scouting,
and two in playground recreation. Other coTirses listed and their fre-
quency of requirement are recreational problems, (l) organization and
administration, (2) recreational crafts, and (3) rural recreation. The
largest number of hours required by any institution in recreational
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Interpretation
Types of courses that have been classified as interpretive are as
follows:
Introduction to Physical Education
History of Physical Education
History and Principles of Physical Education
Principles of Physical Education
Principles and Methods of Observation
By Inspecting the titles, it may be seen that such courses are
primarily designed to introduce the student to the field and provide
him with a background of material pertinent to the study of jihysical
education*
Twenty-two of the twenty-three institutions required a median of
four semester hours in interpretive sources* Nine hours was the greatest
number required by any one x>aJfticular Institution and two was the
smallest number*
Eleven institutions required a median of two semester hours in
courses pertinent to introducing the student to physical education*
It mi^t be well to state that in some instances, institutions presented
under the title "Introduction to Physical Education" different types of
content* In some cases it was found that such titled courses meant no
more than an introduction to fimdamental physical activities* The
majority of courses so titled were theoretical in nature and it may be
stated further that those of the activity type have not been classified
in this area*
"History and Principles" was required by nine institutions and
three semester hours was the approximate median* A coiarse dealing
solely with the history of physical education was required by seven
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Institutions. The approximate median niimter of hours required was two.
Ei^t institutions required a median of 2.5 semester ho\irs in courses
concerned %rith the principles of physical education. Eour semester hours
relevant to the principles and methods of olsservation were required by
one institution.
Organization and Administration
This classification envelops all courses of an organizational
nature with the exception of those pertaining solely to recreation.
There was a great variety of title nomenclature relevant to courses con-
cerned with the organization of health and physical education. To faci-
litate reporting, the title "Organization and Administration of Health
and Physical Education" has been made all inclusive.
Nineteen institutions required a median of three semester hours
in this course. Pour did not require any hourly credit in it. The non-
inclusion of such a course would seem here to be a serious weakness in
the teacher-training programs of those institutions concerned. The day
when the teacher only needed to be grounded in the fundamentals of his
subject matter is over. Today all teachers need to have some degree of
organizational ability if they are ever to approximate their full poten-
tiality as educators.
Five institutions required a median of three semester hours in
courses concerned with the organization and administration of intra-
murals. Two required 2.5 semester hours in courses related to the
organization and administration of interscholastic athletics.
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Examples of courses fetlling tinder this heading would he those con-
cerned with physical diagnosis, evaluation (Tests and Measurements) and
child growth and development.
Only twelve of the twenty-three institutions required any hourly
credit in courses the nature of vAiich relegates them to this classifica-
tion area. The approximate median number of hours required hy these in-
stitutions in this area is 2.5
Seven Institutions required a median of two semester hours in
health and physical diagnostic courses. A median of 2.5 semester hours
credit is required in tests and measurements hy six institutions.
Two required six semester hours each in child growth and development.
Examples of courses relegated to this area are those concerned
with corrective and individual physical education, kinesiology, body
mechanics, physiology of exercise and general program planning in health
and physical education.
Seventeen institutions reo^uired varying degrees of hourly credit
in such courses. The greatest number of hours required by any one par-
ticular institution was twelve and the smallest ntunber was two. Die
approximate median number of hours required by all is 4.7.
Relevant to course titles, it may be positively stated that there
is great need for future clarification. The title "Applied Anatomy and
Physiology" was often misused. A title such as this presupposes a course
content the nature of which is concerned with an analysis of human motion
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and the physiology of exercise, and not elementary physiology. Misnomers
relevant to sources do the student an injustice, especially if transfer-
ring from one institution to another or applying for graduate school.
Data relevant to the specific courses, median number of hours, and
the number of institutions requiring them axe as follows:
Course
ITomber of Median Humber
Schools Of
Corrective and Individual Physical
Education 15 2.0
Kinesiology 7 3*0
Applied Anatomy and Physiology 3
Physiology of Exercise 3 3«0
Program Planning in Health and
Physical Education 2 5*0
Body Mechanics 1 J,0
Leadership
All twenty-three institutions required varying degrees of semester
hour credit in leadership courses. The median number of hours was found
to be twenty-three. The maximum number of hours required by any one
institution was thirty-six and the minimum six. Prom this range of hours
it becomes definitely obvious that the type, character and quality of
teacher-training that is offered the student in Negro Institutions of
hi^er learning varies tremendously. In general, there is more agreement
relative to the number of hours required than to the specific courses
which are required.
Physical Education Fundamentals
Twenty institutions required a median of four semester hours in
courses designed to acquaint the student with various activities and
techniques. The majority of such courses were offered during the
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student’s first two years. It was found that the number of credit hours
and the number of class hours varied a great deal relevant to the courses
tinder discussion. Some institutions gave three hours credit for three
class hours per week whereas others gave no hourly credit for a like
number of class periods per week. In general, the hourly credit for
such courses varied from none to three.
Bhythmics
Thirteen institutions required theory and practice courses in
rhythmics. Six hours credit was the maximum requirement for any one
school and 1.4 the minimum. The approximate median number of hours for
those schools requiring such courses was two. Courses which combined
theory with practice usually carried three semester hours of credit;
those primarily concerned with rhythmical activity between six-tenths
to two semester hours. The most popular year-placements for such
courses were the second and third.
fivmnaatlcB and Calisthenics
Twelve institutions required a median of two semester hours in
such activities. The maximum required by any one institution is four
and the minimum six-tenths. No modal year-placement was found for these
courses. They were spread throu^out the entire four-year range.
Individual Snorts
Eleven institutions required a median of two semester hours in
some phase of physical activity which may be classified as individual
sxjorts. The maximum number required by any one institution was four
and the minimum 1.4.
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Methods In Ma.ior Sports
Nine institutions required a median of two semester hours in acti-
vities that were termed most often ”Major Sports." The majority of such
courses were offered during the student's second and third year.
Aquatics
Seven institutions required an approximate median of 1.5 semester
hours in some phase of aquatics. The maximum number of hours required
hy any one institution is three and the minimum one. Only one institution
with the facilities to require aquatics did not.
Six institutions require a mean of approximately three semester
hours in courses designed to give the student practice in leadinggroups
and developing skills in physical activities. The majority of such
courses were offered in the junior and senior years.
Methods in Minor Snorts
Five institutions required an approximate median of two semester
hours in the theory and practice of minor sports. The maximom number
of hours required by any one institution is four and the minimum six-
tenths.
Combatlvea and Intramural Activities
Two institutions require one semester hour of credit in combative
activities and a like number require three semester hours in what they
term "Intramurals,
"
First Aid. Training and Safety
Nineteen institutions required a median of two semester hours in
courses that included all of the three elements above or a combination
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Athletic Coaching
Sixteen institutions required a median of four semester hours in
courses related to the various aspects of coaching. In the majority of
instances such courses were a year in duration with the emphasis upon
football in the fall and basketball, baseball, and track during the
winter and spring. Six semester hours was the maximum number required
by any institution and two the minimum. In cases where more than four
semester hours were required those schools concerned generally offered
individual courses in coaching football, basketball, baseball and track.
Methods and Materials In Health and Physical Education
Nine institutions required an approximate median of three semester
hours in courses designed to provide the student with the methods and
materials of instruction in physical education.
Seven institutions required a median of three semester ho\irs in
a methods course and five required a median of two semester hours in
courses relevant to methods and materials for the elementary school.
The majority of institutions offer the above type of courses during the
latter half of the junior year and the senior.
Other Rea\iired Courses
Data relevant to other specific courses, the median number of hours







Play Supervision 2 1.0
Officiating 1 4.0
Adult Sports 1 2.0
Physical Therapy 1 2.0
Physical Education Electives 1 1.0
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By way of summary it was found that the average number of hours
required in activity courses by twenty-two institutions is 10*7, The
maximum number of hours required by any one Institution in such courses
is 18.5 whereas the minimum number is 0. One Institution required two
courses in such activity courses but gave no hourly credit for them.
Seven of the twenty-three institutions did not require any courses
in methods, or methods and materials in health and physical education.
Ho school required courses that were solely concerned with the curri-
culum in health and physical education.
General and Individual
Eight institutions required varied numbers of semester hours in
courses that are here classified as general and individxial. The maximum
number of hours required by any institution in such courses was 7*3
and the minimum two*
Pour institutions required a median of two semester hours in courses
the nature of which were to stimulate individual study and research.
These were titled "Seminar in Health and Physical Education" and "Senior
Hesearch,"
Two institutions required courses relevant to problems in health
and physical education. One carried 3*3 semester hours credit and the
other two. Two institutions required that the student elect approximately
four semester hours in theory courses in physical education* One insti-
!
tution gave four hours of credit for what it termed "Health and Physical
Education Conferences*" These conferences were required every quarter
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FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND EECOM1.IEHDATIONS
General Findings
1. Thirty-four institutions of hi^er learning offer four-year
teacher-training programs in health and physical education leading
to the B. S. or A. B. degrees*
2, Fifty institutions offer teacher-training in health and
physical education leading to a minor in the field.
3* The ma;5ority of institutions are primarily concerned with
training:
a* full time male teachers in physical education for
the secondary grades.
h. full time female teachers of physical education for
the secondary grades.
c. part-time male and female teachers of physical edu-
cation for the secondary grades.
4. The majority of the institutions do not attempt to:
a. prepare the general classroom teacher to teach
physical education in the elementary grades.
h. prepare the full time teacher for the elementary
school*
c. prepare the part time teacher in physical education
for the elementary school.
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5 * There Is a complete absence of •onlfonnity of the professional
training curricula in health and physical ed\ication among the in-
stitutions studied.
6 . The twenty three catalogs and bulletins of the institutions
selected for this study yielded two hundred and thirty-si* dif-
ferently named courses relevant to health, physical education and
recreation.
7 . A wide range existed among institutions relevant to the nimber
of hours and the types of courses in the areas of general pro-
fessional education; general academic education; the foundation
sciences; and health, physical education and recreation. Measures






General Professional Education 23 20 19.8
General Academic Education 23 51.2 42 .
Foundation Science 23 19 16
Health, Physical Education and
Hecreation 23 ^.2 41
8 . Throughout this study no reference has been made previously
to a specific Institution. This precedent, however, must be broken
and special commendation be given to Hampton Institute for its fine
organization of course sequences. It is the only Institution of the
twenty-three specifically studied that offers all the types of
training mentioned in findings three and four. Some of the "hi^
ll^ts” in its bulletin are (l) the student majoring in physical
education is provided with course sequences in ei^t different
fields from \dilch to choose his minor; (2) course sequences for
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majors in secondary education who wish to minor in physical educatiojii
are provided; (3 ) course sequences for majors In elementary educa-
tion who wish to minor in physical education, are provided; and (4)
course seo^uences for students desiring to minor in recreation are
also outlined.
It is suggested here that directors of healthand physical
education procure and study this bulletin, not for the purpose of
reproducing the content in their bulletins but from the viewpoint
of how a staff provides for the total educational growth of the
students in its department,
Tindings in the Area of General Professional Education
1, There was less variance among the institutions relevant to the
number of semester hours reqtiired in this area than in any of the
others,
2* The majority of the institutions studied require ei^teen or
more semester hours in the professional studies,
3« "Educational Psychology" was required by the majority of the
institut ions--twenty,
4, Forty percent of the required courses in this area are of a
psychological nature.
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Courees required "by approximately one-third of the Insti-
tutions areJ







Courses required hy approximately 1/4 to 1/6 of the Insti-
tutions aret
Courses Number of Schools




Seven Institutions require no courses whatsoever that acquaint
the st-udent with the principles of secondary education.
Thou^ It csmnot be claimed that there is a lack of psycho-
logical requirements In this area, it definitely can be ascertained
that little thougjit and careful consideration accompanied the in-
clusion of many such required courses.
Nine institutions did not require any "methods" courses in
secondary education.
Findings in the Area of General Professional Education
Little consistency existed among institutions relative to
specific courses included in this area.
All of the institutions studied require an approximate median
of thirteen semester hours in English courses. Specific coiirses
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Twenty^one Institutions require an approximate median of six
semester hours in •’Social Science" courses.
Fifteen institutions reauire a median of six semester hours
in "Mathematics" courses.
Eight institutions do not make prorlslons for "elective"
courses in their teacher-training program sequences.
A median of six semester hours in history courses is required
by fourteen institutions.
Co\arses required by approximately one-third of the institu-
tions are:









Courses required by approximately one-fourth to one-sixth
of the institutions are:











Findings in the Area of Foundation Science
Much confusion reigned among some institutions relative to
titles given to elementary anatomy and physiology courses. There
is a tendency to "dress-up" such elementary courses with titles
that are only applicable to advanced co\irses concerned with the
science of motion. Examination of descriptive course contents re-
vealed that some institutions are prone to write "briefs" that are
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pertinent solely to first coiirses, and then title the course
“Applied Anatomy and Physiology." Misuse of such titles presupposes
the student to have a particular type of training he has never had.
Plve institutions do not prepare the student with the elements
of anatomy hy way of a single course or one that comhines anatomy
and physiology.
Two Institutions require coTirses in comparative anatomy.
Sixteen institutions require a median of three semester hours
in“Human Hiysiology.
“




Courses required hy approximately one-third of the institu-
tions are:
Cotirses Bumher of Schools
Human Anatomy 9
Anatomy and Physiology 7
Courses required hy approximately one-fourth to one-sixth
of the institutions are:
Courses Number of Schools
Survey of Physical Science 5
Bacteriology 5
Botany 4
Findings in Health. Physical Education and Recreation
The majority of teacher-training programs are primarily of
a physical nature—little consideration is given to preparing the
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physical educator to teach health education—recreative courses
are most conspiciotis by their absence In most programs.
The emj^asis placed upon wide ranges of activities pre-supposes
that Southern Negro secondary schools have similar ranges of faci-
lities, equipment and playfields.
The averaige training program is applicable only to urban
communities.
The number of hours required in health education by the insti-
tutions rarged from 17*3 2. The approximate median for all is
six. Courses required most are as follows:
Median No.
Courses
Personal and Community Hygiene
Methods and Materials in Health
Education
Principles of Hesilth Education










Five institutions do not require any credit in courses pertain-
ing to recreation. Median number of hours for those eighteen insti-
tutions requiring such courses is three. Courses that were required












Twenty-two of the twenty three institutions studied require
a median of four semester hotirs in interpretive courses. Little
agreement as to specific types of courses required exists among the
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Median No.
Courses Number of School b of Hours
Introduction to Physical
Education 11 2.0
History and Principles of
Physicsd Education 9 3*^
Principles of Physical
Education 8 2.5
History of Physical Education 7 2.0
7. Pour institutions of the twenty-three do not require any or-
ganizational and administrative courses in physical education.
Relative to those institutions requiring physical education, the
approximate median n\nnher of hours is three,
8. Only twelve institutions require courses concerned with dif-
ferences in structural and functional traits and functional powers
in activities relevant to age, sex, and other individual differ-
ences. The median number of hours required in such courses is two.
Courses of this nature, required by Institutions, and median number
of hours follow:
Median No.
Courses Humber of Schools _of Hours
Health and Hiysical Diagnosis 7 2.0
Tests and Measurements 6 2.5
Growth and Development 2 6.0
9. Seventeen institutions require approximately a median of 4.7
semester hours in courses that have been classified under the
heading "Program” in this study. Courses of this type are concerned
with mechanical-anatomical, physiological, and psychological ana-
lysis of activity. Curriculum and other courses where the emphasis
is urimarilv uuon classification of the acttial activities that make
up the physical education program have also been included. Courses
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Courses Numl)er of Schools of Hours
Correctives and Individual
Physical Education 15 2.0
Kinesiology 7 3.0
Applied Anatomy and Physiology 3 4.0
Hiysiology of Exercise
Program Planning in Health and
3 3.0
Physical Education 2 2.5
Body Mechanics 1 3.0
Relative to "Leadership" courses it was found that all insti-
tutions require varying degrees of semester hour credit in this
area. The maxinrcua numher of hours reouired hy any one institution
is thirty-six and the minimum six. The approximate median numher
of reqxiired hours is twenty-three.
Little consistency of agreement existed among the institutions
as to the types of "Leadership" courses required.
Seven institutions did not require any courses in "methods"*
or "Methods and materials" in health and physical education.
Activity courses and "Practice Teaching" comprised approxi-
mately ei^tyfive percent of the leadership requirements.
Course titles to activity courses differ tremendously. In
general, titles are poor indicators as to actual course content.
Only eight institutions require course work in the area that
has heen termed "General and Individual." Courses required, numher
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Ntun'ber of Schools of Hours
Seminar or Research
Problems in Health and Physical
Educat ion
Physical Education Elective









I. Prom the varied course offerings and hourly requirements it becomes
apparent that teacher-training in health and physical education in Negro
institutions of higher learning is characterized by an absence of uni-
formity. It mi^t be reasoned that the relative “newness" of the teacher-
training movement is the cause of this lack of uniformity and that with
the passing of time, there will be more general agreement. This depen-
dence upon "time" to cure ills, mistakes, and solve problems is very
unstable when it comes to bringing about constructive changes. The time
for action is now while such programs are in a flexible state and more ac-
cessible to change. It may he specifically concluded that there is great
need for the establishment of some form of unifying agency or organiza-
tion. The ensuing discussion is given to ^ow how such agencies or or-
ganizations ml^t be formulated.
In general, there is little professional liaison between institu-
tions relevant to health and physical education. There is, however, such
institutional liaison by the medium of athletics. At present, there are
four major Negro athletic conferences or associations; they are:
A. Colored Intercollegiate Athletic Associations
Institutions comprising this conference are located in
the States of Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina and the District of Columbia.
^ :i':'is‘*S'''^‘- 'xc* ‘vrrrir^S
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B. Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
Institutions comprising this conference are located in
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, and
Tennessee.
C. Mid«Vestern Athletic Associations
Institutions comprising the conference are located in
Ohio, Kentxicky, Tennessee, Missouri and Oklahoma.
D. South-Western Athletic Conference
Institutions comprising this conference were located in
Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana.
By inspection it becomes readily apparent that all states are
represented in one or two of the above named conferences or associations.
Each of these hold annual winter meetings of approximately two-day dura-
j
tion. At present, the majority of proceedings in these conference meet-
ings revolve around problems pertinent to athletics. Little or no
concentrated emphasis is devoted to health, physical education and recrea-
tion, thoti^ the majority of athletic directors and coaches are trained
physical educators.
In view of this condition, it is recommended that these conferences
be lengthened from two to four days and that this additional time be de-
voted to problems pertinent to all phases of health and physical education.
The two day conferences related to physical education should be open
to institutions that might not belong to the athletic conference yet
their institutions fall within the sphere of Influence of that conference.
Women physical educators should also be allowed to participate in the
proposed conference relative to health, physical education, and recreation.
Cooperative conferences such as this will do more in the way of developing
unity and organizing resources to assure all youth of the opportunity for
-Lr-:I^A;.S^
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total development.
It is f\irther recommended that all institutions offering teacher-
training apply for memibership in the American Association of Health,
Riysical Education and Recreation and that staff members attend meetings
and actively participate in the associations' program. We in Negro
education owe it to our youth to "tap" every possible resource that can
contribute to his total development
II. The lack of emphasis placed upon health instruction in the teacher-
training programs is surprising in view of the fact that secondary school
principals in the majority of schools expect the physical educator to be
trained to teach courses in health education. Many college physical
educators may feel that health instruction should be performed by the
health educator or "health specialist." In theory this is true, but
in actual practice it is seldom the case. We in Negro education must be
practical and stop looking at things as they should be. For results,
we must face things as they are really and truly are. Negro elementary
and secondary schools do not have the funds to hire "health specialists."
Where then does the responsibility of health instruction fall in the
secondary grades—in most cases the physical educator. It is recommended
here that institutions include in their programs courses designed to
provide the physical educator with the foundations of health Instruction.
The following courses are suggested for examination.
1. Personal and Community Hygiene
2. Health Education in Public Schools
3 . Methods and Materials in Health Instruction
III. In view of the fact that the majority of Negro secondary schools
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placed upon sports and physical activities in the teacher-training proghaa
is another instance of not facing the real situation. Wide ranges of
sports and activities presuppose facilities and equipment. Ninety per-
cent of Negro schools have little or no necessary facilities and equip-
ment to put into operation the types of programs being advocated by the
majority of the institutions of hi^er learning.
It is recommended here that college ^diysical educators venture out
into the field of public education and fsjniliarize themselves with exist-
ing conditions pertinent to physical education, and then decide what
activities are ewjtually applicable to these conditions. These activities
should be stressed in the teacher-training program and not a range of
activities that the physical educator could only use in cities such as
St. Louis and Los Angeles that are blessed with large play areas, gym-
nasinms and all kinds of equipment,
IV, The emphasis placed upon required courses in "Corrective Hiysical
Education" is unwarranted when the true causes for poor posture are sought
out aoid found. What Negro youth needs for the development of sound bodies
is nourishing food and the opportxinities to participate actively in games
and sports. Can we logically expect to improve bodily posture by means
of "correctives"^/ vdien the primary cause is nutritional.
The following excerpts were taken from a recent issue of the Negro
Digest.-^
"In every village were found dxill-eyed, listless children
>dio had not eaten an egg for months, idio seldom had milk
and never tasted fruit juice."
"Xj In this study, the term "correctives" pertains to the correction of
postural difficulties and should not be confused with skill and social
correctives.
2j Clark, Blake, "Common Sense College", Negro Digest . Vol, VI, No. 9,
P. 76, July. 1948.
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"On the first day of school* Mrs* Bonner looked at her
peaked pupils. *What do you hare for breakfastT* 'Syrup
and biscuits,* most of them replied. Several said,
'Don't have none.' She found that these had so far to
walk that they left home without taking time to eat." i/
Are correctives the answers to such youth?
"The tumble-down, unpalnted, two room school was set
in a swampy field. It had no blackboard, no light,
no desks—only wooden benches. The 120 pupils ranged
through nine grades and from six to twenty-six years
in age, "-2/
Prom this brief description of a typical school it may be seen that
there are numerous detrimental factors condiicive to poor posture that
outnumber any values that could be derived by any type of corrective
program.
7. Diere is a specific need for better planning to those elements of
the foundation sciences that are included in the program. The chief
fault with the biological sciences that were required was that they were n^t
directed at the Individual and the community in which he lives. No
evidence could be found in the bulletins studied that these sciences were
educationally orientated. There was also a tendency for some schools to
deal with microscopic structxire rather than gross structure in anatomy
and physiology courses.
It is recommended here that institutions educationally orientate
their biological sciences specifically to show the students how these
sciences are related to every day life. The anatomy and physiology
courses should be concerned more with gross structure than microscopic.
i/ Clark, Blake, "Common Sense College", Negro Digest . 7ol. 71, No. 9,
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and those institutions requiring no aAatomy should at least require a
minioiusi of three semester hours.
VI. By way of conclusion, it is recommended that all institutions pause
and take stock of their present teacher-training programs and wel^' the
advisahility of certain policies and chart a course that comes nearer to
meeting the need of Southern Negro youth. The physical educator must
seek out the sociologist, psychologist, biologist and the general edu-
cator and elicit their aid in the formulation of the teacher-training
program in health, physical education and recreation. Physical educa-
tion is a part of the total educational structure, not something distant
and special. We must acquaint these individuals in other fields with
the values that can he derived from physical education, and we must
utilize contributions from their field not solely to strengthen our
field, but to improve the total educational structure. We serve youth
best by giving him a type of educational program that takes into con-
sideration his physical, mental, and emotional needs.
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North Carolina
Barher-Scotia College, Catalog 1945-46.
Bennett College, Catalog 1946.
Fayetteville State Teachers College, Catalog 1946-47.
Johnson, C. Smith University, Catalog 1946-47.
Livingston College, Catalog 1946-47.
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College, Catalog 1946-47.
North Carolina State College, Catalog 194^1—45.
Shaw University, Catalog 1946-47.
St. Augustine College, Catalog 1946-47.
State Teachers College, Catalog 1946-47.
Winston-Salem Teachers College, Catalog 1947.
Wilberforce University, Catalog 1946-47.
Oklahoma
Langston University, Catalog 1944-46
Pennsylvania
Cheyney Training School for Teachers, Catalog 1947-48.
Lincoln University, Catalog 1946.
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Allen University, Catalog 19k6^7
•
Claflin College, Catalog 1946-47.
Morris College, Catalog 1946-47.
South Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical College, Catalog 1946-47.
Fisk University, Catalog 1946,
Knoxville College, Catalog 1948
Lane College, Catalog 1946,
Le Moyne College, Catalog 1946,
Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial College, Catalog 1946-47,
Bishop College, Catalog 1947,
Butler College, Catalog 1946-47,
Houston College, Catalog 1946-43,
Jarvis Christian College, Catalog 1946-47.
Brairie View Normal and Industrial College, Catalog 1946-47,
Texas College, Catalog 1946-47.
Tillotson College, Catalog 1946-47,
Hampton Institute, Catalog 1946-47.
St. Pauls Polytechnical Institute, Catalog 1946-47,
Virginia State College, Catalog 1946-47,
Virginia Union University, Catalog 1947-48,
it Virginia
Bluefleld State College, Catalog 1947-48,
Storer College, Catalog 1946-47,
Vest Virginia State College, Catalog 1946-47.
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